Across:
1. Tune from India played in Indiana?
4. Addis
6. Implore “The Greatest” to declare site for 1975 fight
11. Perform, Gldn. State!
12. Call me tree resin used to make incense
13. Seen on some clockfaces
14. Place for a bunk then a bagel?
16. Abbess
17. Longoria donated
18. Shucks, Obama girl
19. Siri’s brainy global successor
20. Top grade
22. Extraordinary guffaw via text
27. He who is tied up but can talk has ____.
28. Plug for Pop?
29. Kimmel’s cousin, Tramp’s partner, Lone Star city
30. Mountain range near Moab, Utah
31. Solitary Nevadan

Down:
1. Japanese city
2. One unit of power, Canadian city
3. Imitate protector of Mother Nat.
5. Indonesian island research locale
7. Mexican actress or town in Argentina
8. Ms. Hathaway, this European capital is mine
9. Cornelious to wife (to nix her Tucson plan)
10. 20 minus 1 (entails addition of sorts)
15. Not so Mr. Caeser, New Jersey township
21. ____ Sati (meditation technique)
23. NBA cities of Clips, Mavs
24. Smell of Stewart?
25. Pennsylvania township or famous widow
26. Bradbury, meet Tasha